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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Gamification has been shown to increase students’ participation and has been widely used in medical education in the recent years. However, there are no dedicated games to deliver complete clinical-anatomy content at an undergraduate level.

AIM: This study describes the developmental process of a series of anatomy games for medical students and analyses student participation and experiences around the gamification process.

METHODS: Three diverse anatomy games were developed on the undergraduate medical curriculum. Based on students’ playing and simultaneous learning experiences in each game, subsequent game contents were constructively modified. Students from three different universities participated in the study (total cohort=646); their experiences on the different games were documented and compared with each other.

RESULTS: Feedback from 219 players showed that the games were fun (95%) and interesting (81%) and assisted their anatomy learning (97%); students’ fun, interest and learning improved significantly in the two subsequent games (p<0.001).

CONCLUSION: Carefully designed anatomy games create a fun-filled and interesting learning environment for undergraduate medical students. Learning experiences improved when students’ feedback was appropriately addressed to constructively modify the subsequent learning resources.

ANATOMY is a visually demanding discipline, and it is often difficult to appreciate abstract concepts using traditional pedagogical teaching methods.\(^1\)\(^2\) This limitation is compensated for using multimedia resources, like animations, three-dimensional models and smartphone applications, where the learner can visualise complex anatomical structures in an easy-to-understand animated or three-dimensional environment.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\) Although these multimedia resources are undoubtedly informative, their efficiency is limited by a varying degree of user interactivity and they are often monotonous. To overcome these issues of interactivity, the concept of gamification is often applied in the educational setting. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines “gamification” as the process of adding games or game-like elements to an activity to encourage participation. Gamification has emerged as a potential alternative pedagogy,\(^6\)\(^7\) as it taps into people’s natural desires for competition and achievement. It is well known that games help learning by creating memories and experience,\(^8\) and the use of educational games could improve student interaction and engagement.\(^8\) Educational games, ranging from minor interactive activities within the classroom setting to games involving computer simulations, are increasingly used in healthcare settings to educate physicians, nurses and patients.\(^9\)\(^10\)\(^11\) The results of these games have been encouraging, showing active user participation and increased learning outcomes in a stress-free learning environment. However, the concept of gamification in medical education is still evolving, and there is a dearth of interactive educational games to supplement clinical anatomy learning within undergraduate-level medical curricula.

To explore the potential effect of gamification in anatomy education, we attempted to develop a complete set of educational games to play-learn human anatomy for the undergraduate medical students. Following
feedback from an anatomy board game built in house for this purpose, we developed two web-based games on clinical anatomy: one on the clinical neuroanatomy, and the other on the integrated basic sciences of the digestive system. This study describes the development process and the outcome of student learning experiences from those three games.

The objectives of the study are (i) to use an iterative design process to guide development of a series of innovative teaching resources for undergraduate medical students and (ii) to explore student experiences (engagement and learning) around clinical anatomy gamification. Our findings from this study will add to the body of literature on gamification in medical curricula and inform future gamification efforts in clinical anatomy education.

Methods

Undergraduate medical students from three universities (University of Otago, New Zealand (n=300); Manipal University, India (n=72); Khon Kaen University, Thailand (n=274)) were invited to participate in this study. All three universities teach human anatomy following traditional methods that include didactic lectures, cadaver dissections or prosections; gamification is not a regular mode of anatomy-education delivery at any of the three universities. Institutional approval was obtained for the study from all universities; the project was partly funded by the University of Otago’s Committee for the Advancement of Learning and Teaching grant and the Otago School of Biomedical Sciences Medical Education Research Grant.

We experimented with a sequential trial-and-error method and design thinking to develop the resources; the process involved developing a prototype of the resource, and constructively applied user feedback to modify the game several times. We first built an anatomy board game, and, based on the students’ feedback, we then developed a web-based computer game; after analysing the students’ experiences and feedback of the first computer game, we deployed a second online game. This progressive experimental learning rectified the technical and pedagogical issues we faced in the previous game versions.

Three steps of the Galvis-Panqueva methodology (analysis and design; development; distribution, data collection and evaluation) were employed while creating the anatomy game project.

Analysis and design: Following initial discussions with students and colleagues from the participating universities, two threshold topics (neuroanatomy and the digestive system) were identified as content for game development. During the design process, a detailed story plot was written, along with a list of individual tasks for the player, the anatomy topics to be covered and the clinical concepts to be learnt with them. The authors kept the games clinically oriented, and the subject content for each game was restricted to the learning objectives of undergraduate medical curriculum in the three universities.

Development: An anatomy board game was initially developed on the ventricular system of the brain and was distributed by the authors from Manipal university to their students. Student feedback on the game’s plot and content, the player’s experience and their perception of learning anatomy via a computer game were obtained. Results from the anatomy board game were evaluated to plan and modify the development of the subsequent online computer games.

To address the communication gap between the medical (authors) and computer (game developers) professionals, a prototype animation for the online neuroanatomy game was developed by the primary author (VP) using CourseLab 2.4 software (Websoft, Moscow, Russia). This prototype, a complete list of instructions and preliminary sketches were provided to the professional game developers (Callystro, India), who only had novice knowledge on human anatomy. The development of the entire game process was supervised, and the draft versions were periodically corrected and updated by all the authors.

Distribution, collection of user-usage analytics and evaluation: The online games were hosted on the developer’s computer server and a link to the games was shared to the students from all three universities. All students were encouraged to play the online game; however, their participation was voluntary. At the end of the academic
year, user-usage data were obtained from the server for analysis. From the feedback questionnaire at the end of the game, the students’ playing experience and interest in the anatomy games, their willingness to repeat the games and their suggestions to improve development of more anatomy games were also obtained.

Five major elements of gamification in education suggested by McNulty\(^1\) were incorporated appropriately into the game:

1. **Perseverance**: The anatomy games were designed such that the player does not get locked at any point within the game; after three repeated failures, the correct answer for the task is given and the player is allowed to continue.

2. **Game mechanics**: The interface was carefully developed to deliver anatomy content in a fun and interactive way.

3. **User engagement**: Incentives, cues and fun elements were used in all levels of the games.

4. **Modifying content**: To ensure repeatability and hold attention, multiple quiz formats and scene transitions were used.

5. **Storyboarding**: The player can track their path and progress within the game in real time.

**Plot overview of the computer games**

**Plot of the online neuroanatomy game:**

The background of the story is of a medical student suffering from a pre-exam encephalopathy; learning excessive anatomy content made his brain swell, blocking the circulation of cerebrospinal fluid and causing a hydrocephalus. The doctors decide to perform a burr hole craniotomy on the suffering student's head and to send in a miniature player to clear the ventricular spaces and revive the affected student from the serious consequences of encephalopathy. The player explores the clinical anatomy of the brain as a series of challenges and tasks, with hints and descriptions as pop-up dialog boxes (Figure 1). In addition to the serious learning tasks, “fun” elements were also included in the game: for example, a hippopotamus is seen in place of the hippocampus of the brain in the temporal lobe (Figure 2). “Visual mnemonics,” whereby the anatomical structures were presented as other familiar objects, were also used to help students remember concepts: for example, the similarity of the cross-section of midbrain to a teddy bear was depicted (Figure 3). The game ends when the patient’s hydrocephalus subsides; the player is “tapped out” through a lumbar puncture and receives a certificate.

**Plot of the online digestive system game:**

In their feedback from the online neuroanatomy game, students requested more interactive tasks and practice questions to revise clinical anatomy knowledge. These suggestions were incorporated into the second online game, the digestive system game, which as a result was longer than the first. To keep the playing time shorter and to maintain student engagement with the resource, the digestive system game was developed in two parts: from oral cavity to the end of pharynx, and then the tubular digestive tract.

Part one of the game starts with the miniature player trying to reach and explore a patient’s oral cavity by building a ladder of crossword puzzles. The player then anaesthetises the oropharynx by “cutting” the appropriate nerves, deactivating the gag reflex, and making way into the throat. In the later scenes, the player explores the piriform fossa and identifies some chicken/fish bones and hidden diamonds. Relevance of internal laryngeal nerve injury and the traditional “smuggler’s pouch” is learnt there, thereby completing part one of the game.

In part two, the player explores the tubular gut. After squeezing through the four constrictions of the oesophagus to reach the stomach, the player slides down along the rugae to take a boat to escape the acidic gastric juice (Figure 4a). Later, the player travels through the small intestine, identifies the duodenal papillae and circular folds (Figure 4b), explores the ileocecal junction opening to reach the large intestine and finally examines the appendix opening for any blockage. After successfully clearing all the tasks, the player is expelled out of the gut with a certificate of appreciation.
Figure 1: Interactive clinical scenarios and tasks used in the online neuroanatomy game: drilling a burr hole and inserting a neuroendoscope into the brain (a, b). The taskbar shows the rewards, lifelines, timer and the navigation map (red circles).

Figure 2: Example of fun elements used in the online neuroanatomy game to improve player attention: a hippopotamus placed in place of the hippocampus in the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle.
Figure 3: A labelling task where the cross-section of the midbrain (a) is visualised as the face of a teddy bear (b); these tasks are used as visual mnemonics to improve student learning and memory.
Figure 4: Clinical correlations used within the online digestive system game. (a) The player explores the colonies of *Helicobacter pylori* on the gastric mucosa while safely crossing the gastric juice. (b) Real-time navigation of the player’s journey within the gut.
Results

The anatomy board game was run in a classroom setting, so the results were evaluated soon after the players completed the game. The online games were made available throughout the academic year, and the data were collected at the end of the year. User-usage data, including student demography, completion status, time taken to complete the game and formative scores, were obtained for each anatomy game. However, only qualitative user data related to student experiences were compared between games and between players from the three universities. Comparisons were performed by the Pearson’s chi-squared test using STATA software version 10.1 (Stata Corp, Texas, USA).

Feedback from the anatomy board game

The anatomy board game was played by students from Manipal (n=72). As the game was run as a classroom activity, all students participated and placed their feedback on the game experience. The game was found to be fun (57/72, 79%) and interesting (54/72, 75%) by more than three quarters of the participants, and 72% (52/72) reported that the game helped their learning. Also, 85% of the participants (61/72) expressed their interest of playing a professional computer game if it were developed. In the open-ended feedback on their experiences, students reported that the game was an “interesting educational concept” that made anatomy learning “livelier” and more interesting, and that they felt “motivated” to study neuroanatomy. On the other hand, the students also pointed out that some illustrations on the board game were “not clear” and preferred a three-dimensional game that would give them a “better picture” of the anatomy of the brain. Some expressed that the storyline could have been better; they preferred immediate feedback on the quizzes they answered.

The online neuroanatomy game

Students from Manipal (59/72) and Otago (169/300) played the online neuroanatomy game. Forty-three percent of students (92/228) completed the game in an average of 25 minutes and provided feedback. The rest of the students left the game incomplete at various stages; however, 85% of the players completed at least level 6 (of 10 levels) in the game. Student feedback showed that the game was fun (94.4%) and interesting (80.9%). Playing the game helped them revise their neuroanatomy (95.5%), and they reported a willingness to try more anatomy games (91.1%).

All students (100%) from Manipal reported that the neuroanatomy game was fun and interesting, whereas only 79% and 75% reported that the anatomy board game was fun and interesting. Similarly, the students’ learning experience was 72% for the anatomy board game and 92% for the neuroanatomy game; this improvement in students’ experiences was statistically significant (p<0.001) (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Comparison of player experiences between the three different types of games studied. Blue: anatomy board game. Red: online neuroanatomy game. Grey: online digestive system game.
The students appreciated the storyline, content, visuals and animations of the online neuroanatomy game in comparison to the anatomy board game; the major concern was that the online game was slow paced and the transition time between scenes was long. The students also requested more tasks to perform within the game and more quiz questions in order to revise the anatomy content more effectively.

The online digestive system game
Students from all three universities (total=382; Manipal=51; Otago=126; Khon Kaen=205) played the online digestive system game. The average time taken to complete the game was 25 minutes. Two hundred and nineteen of these 382 players (57.3%) completed the game and placed feedback (Manipal=24; Otago=73; Khon Kaen=122). Of these, 95% (208/219) and 80.8% (177/219) respectively found the game fun and interesting, and 96.8% (212/219) reported that the game improved their digestive system anatomy learning.

Comparing the findings from the online digestive system game with the online neuroanatomy game showed that both these online games were equally fun and interesting. However, the percentage of students who felt that the learning process was improved by the online digestive system game (96.8%) was higher than for the online neuroanatomy game (95.5%); this difference was statistically significant (p<0.001) (Figure 5).

Discussion
The concept of an anatomy game was broadly welcomed by the undergraduate medical students from three diverse geographical locations – New Zealand, India and Thailand. The gaming experience was described as “fun” and “interesting” for the board game and both online computer games; however, these aesthetic criteria were rated higher for the computer games. The students also reported that all the games helped them revise their anatomy knowledge in the respective study areas.

The sequential trial-and-error design concept
To our knowledge, this is the first study on gamification in medical education to sequentially create learning resources, constructively modify and recreate new resources based on students’ feedback. At every stage of game development and distribution, feedback from the previous stages was carefully considered. For example, the anatomy board game was run in small groups, under faculty supervision, and had a time limit to complete. Copies of hand-drawn illustrations were used in the game scenes. The quizzes were evaluated after the session, and the results for the game were provided the next day; all these aspects were described as limitations in students’ feedback, and these issues were all rectified when the first online game (neuroanatomy) was developed: players were given the choice to play independently without supervision, and there was no time limit to answer each quiz. Feedback on the online quizzes was immediate and accompanied by learning tips, and thereby a holistic learning experience was provided. Computer-generated graphical illustrations and animations were used to better depict the anatomical structures.

Despite these changes, there was negative feedback on the length and features of the online neuroanatomy game: it was long, slow and contained fewer tasks and challenges, a factor that we consider a major hindrance for user engagement. While developing the second online computer game (digestive system), these previous issues were addressed. The pace of the game was quickened by shorter transitions between scenes, and the game was distributed as two parts, so each was short. More interactive tasks were included, and more questions were generated for the quizzes; multiple question types, such as crossword puzzles, were also used to encourage interactivity and repeatability.

Meeting student participation and engagement
A major part of this study was to develop a series of interactive anatomy games. Following the self-determination theory to increase students’ participation, our online games consisted of several cues to promote an interactive and fun-filled learning environment: players had to collect coins; fun elements (eg, a hippopotamus and teddy bear) were used to relate the neuroanatomical structures; and gastric juice had to be escaped by sailing a boat. Extensive use of clinical facts,
discussion of MRI images and immediate feedback on the questions increased student engagement. Students also liked the innovative idea of integrating the feedback questions within the game—a novel attempt that has not been described elsewhere.

In addition to carefully designing the game content, it was also important to figure out how the students played the game. Although teamwork is shown to improve interaction and socialisation between students, sometimes there is a chance for the slow learners to be dominated and overshadowed by more active students. To partly overcome this issue, we did not run the online games in a classroom setting (as the anatomy board game was). Instead, the students were asked to play independently in their own time (ie, in a stress-free learning environment). Despite these arrangements, only about 60% of the cohort played the online games. Two possible reasons for this reduced number of participants are that, because these were unsupervised sessions, there was an opportunity for the students to team-up or log in as a group to play the game, and secondly, because the online computer games were optional, possibly only motivated students participated in these sessions.

Learning experience: board game vs computer games

Students’ participation, engagement with the games and learning experience improved from game to game. This improvement is possibly due to the constructive modification of the subsequent games’ components based on the feedback that the players provided on the previous games. It was interesting to note that the cohort who expressed their limitations on the anatomy board game very much appreciated the following computer game on the same topic. With improved user experience, participants in our study expressed their interest to explore more computer-based anatomy games than board games to learn anatomy. This preference of computer games over the board games was mainly for the games’ ability to provide immediate feedback. From the educators’ perspective, computer games were preferred because web-based resources are easy to distribute across institutions, and because it is easy to collect and evaluate computer-game analytics.

Novelty in the game design process

In addition to the iterative design process, we collected students’ demographic data in the game. The players could fill in the details as they sign up for a specific task within the game. Also, student feedback on the game content, and their playing and learning experiences, was integrated within the game tasks. These are novel attempts not described in earlier gamification literature. Students liked this idea of integration; we believe this also took students less time than filling in forms at the beginning and end of the game. This also gave us an opportunity to gain students’ opinions at the relevant tasks in situ, rather than at the end.

Potential barriers in development of anatomy games

Two major obstacles often faced in educational technology are cost and translating the medical concepts to the technical team. Although graphic designers are professionals and intimately familiar with designing software, their knowledge in human anatomy is often novice, unless they are primarily involved in medical-education projects. This knowledge gap not only affects the communication between educators and developers. It also increases the cost of the project by prolonging development time. One possible solution for this issue includes involving the students in development of the game content (if they already have a computer proficiency), so that they also learn anatomy during the constructional process; but this is usually difficult with the medical student cohort. Or, as several anatomy board games are already in use, existing games could be adapted, with permission, to reduce the cost of development. In this study, we directly involved the authors in game development; creating a simple animated prototype using open-source software not only reduced the cost of development, but also eased communication with the technical team.

Lessons learnt from the game project

In addition to the already defined elements of gamification, we found the following factors to be beneficial while developing and implementing an educational game: The content needs to be clearly
focused on the students’ learning objectives. Interactivity is the key; in addition to integrated basic sciences and relevant clinical facts, fun and creativity within the game can promote student engagement. Involving the student cohort in identification of the threshold topics for content development can improve student participation. Keeping the games short and fast paced, and randomly generating each quiz from a bigger collection of questions, can improve student participation, engagement and the repeatability of activities. Direct involvement of staff in content development, like creating some form of game prototype, could not only reduce the project cost but also decrease the communication gap between the medical and computer professionals.

Limitations

The major limitation is that the game could not meet the criteria for all types of players traditionally defined. Unlike other studies, we did not categorise the students into a control group and a testing group, since we wanted the entire cohort to benefit from these resources. From a pedagogical view, the number of participants that contributed to the study was relatively low, and it was not the same individuals that played the three different games. Although we had a formative score within the game to test each player’s learning, it was not compared with any other academic performance. Moreover, these games were not compatible with mobile phones, tablets or e-readers, which is possibly another factor why not all students were able to play them.

Conclusion

This study showcases the pedagogical and technical factors to be considered during the development of educational games. To our knowledge, this is the first study to develop and test computer games for undergraduate medical students to play-learn the clinical anatomy of different body systems. Carefully designed educational games that are constructively modified based on student feedback effectively improve student participation, engagement and learning experience.
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